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Recently Galle, Gove and McPherson published the results of their
study concerning the relationship between population density and

social pathologyxJ.

Analogous to the well-known studies of Calhoun and other biologists,
in which the effects of overcrowding on the behavior of animals are

investigated, the authors eorrelated a number of density measures

with some measures of 'social pathology' of 74 community areas of
Chicago (1S60)"

As their measures happen to be very much like some of the variables
lncluded in my study into the relationship between characteristics
of the socio-cu1tural environment and the recor.ded'i.ncidence of
illness and devlant behavior, I thought it interesting to repeat

their analysis and to compare both flndings.
wly study concerns 176 municipalities, selected from the total number

of 993 municipalities, that existed in 1960 - at the start of my

research the latest year for which census data were available (11.

Their selection was based on two criteria: size and 'spatlal
homogeneity' - the last criterion referrlng to the number of
population nuclei (suburbs, viLlages, hamlets) over which the

inhabltants of the municipality are distributed.
As for slze thefour blg cities ()200.000 inhabltantsJ were left out,
because of their typical characterlstics (Amsterdam and Rotterdam,

for instance, being large sea-ports), and the sma11 municipalities
(< 5.000 inhabitants), because of the scarcity of several forms of
deviancy.

From the remaining municlpalities I selected those (176), that had

no other nuclei with more than 1.000 inhabltants beslde their main

populatlon nucleus.

In order to hold the urban condition (ChicagoJ constant (though in
Dutch dimensionsJ, this paper will focus on the urbanized municipallties
of the selected subuniverse, being 70 towns and cities, ranging from

5.000 to 17O.000 inhabitants tZ).

Omar R. Ga1le, Walter
ciensity and pathology:
23 (1572).

R. Gove and J . wliller lvlcPherson : Population
what are the relations for man? Science '176,

x)
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Table 1 lists the measures used in the Chlcago study in comparison

with the variables for the Dutch municipalities, for which ranges and

median values are also glven.

table'1

Although for some variables the measures are s119ht1y different, thelr
meaning seems to be fairly compatible.

The two studies, however, cannot be compared with regard to the

Chicago measures for which I have no data: the number of rooms per

housing unit and the public assistance rate. The same holds, of course,

for the three measures, included 1n my study, but not in the Chicago

one: the rejection of mllitary conscripts as an indication of the

physical health condition of the population, the cardiovascular death

rate as a cause of death assumed to be strongly influenced by soclal

faetors (5) and the incidence of contagious disease, 1ike1y to be

affected by the degree of population concentration.

Chlgago revisited - some critical remark:

Though explicitly admitting, that not only different species react to
density in different ways, but that, as far as human beings are

concerned, the effects of denslty may differ in different cultural and

social settings - thus lmplicitly acknowledging the rather llmited value

of these analogies in this respect - GalIe, Gove and McPherson took the

several animal studies eoncerning the effects of density, as a model for
human populations. Using more specifically Calhoun's experJ.ments with
rats as a starting polnt, they selected a number of indices from the

Chicago data that serve as'surrogate measures of Calhoun's pathologies'.
Although the findings of those animal studles quite legitimately may

lead to the question whether population density and overcrowding will
also have effects on human behavior, Galle c.s., in my opinion, carried
this analogy of Calhoun's study a bit too far on two polnts.
In the first place they adopted with Galhoun's behavior measures also

his level of interpretation. As Galhoun studied the effects of the

density conditions for a number of rats on the behavior of those very
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rats, the observed relations and their interpretations belong to the

same level of analysis. Galle c.s., however, studying the relation
between the population density and a number of behavior frequencies

of the community areas of Chieago, interpret their flndings largely
in terms of the feelings, attltudes, characteristics of individuals,
unjustly assuming the properties, found to be correlated at the higher

level [i.e, community areal to be also correlated at the lower leve]
(i.e. inhabitants of the community area).
Both this ecological fallacy (6) and the extent to which they carry

the analogy, are clearly illustrated by thelr interpretation of the
positive correlation of overcrowding wlth the fertility rate - a result
in contrast to the animal studies, which show overcrowding to be

assoeiated with a drop in natality.
Basing themselves on the relevance of the animal studies in this
respect, Galle c.s. explain thls difference in findings in terms of
the relation - found among animals - between overcrowding and

hypersexuality, among human beings 1ike1y to lead to increased

natal1tV, as women, unlike female anlmals, are able to conceive 12- 
L_on the one handr

months of tn'GE-fl,:ana'C-greater difficulty, assumed to be

associated with overcrowding, of planning ahead, perceiving the
possibilities of birth-control andlor practlsing its techniques-en_l_h-e/

tErcr-TETo.
Besides being'ecological fallacious', thls interpretation underlines
the second polnt f want to stress.
Though, for the sake of convenience, I shal1 adopt the term'social
pathology'throughout this paper, I have some reserve as to the rather
easy way in which Galle c.s. borrowed this term from Galhoun.

However adequately deviant behavior of rats, because of its relatively
cLear, biological criteria, may be descrlbed as pathological, the

sociocultural and psychological determinants of human deviancy makes

the generalizing application to human behavior of thls term somewhat

doubtful.
Not only may deviant behavior, as Merton (citing Plant) stresses, often
be considered as a'normal reaction of normal people to abnormal

conditions' (7), the definition, or as some authors prefer, the

1abe11ing of behavior as deviant is dependent at least as mueh on the
prevailing norms violated and the societal reaction on the behavior
as on the act itself (81.
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That is why Erlkson (9), stressing the role of the 'social audience',

defines deviant behavlor as behavi.or, that draws the attention of the

'soelal control agencies', that is, as behavior about whlch somethlng

has to be done - a oefinition, especially relevant with regard to the

recorded and registered deviant behavior (101.

In this context the admisslons to mental hospitals may be seen as an

indication of the community's inclination to hospitalize the mentally

disturbed, and the juvenile delinquency rate as a reflection of the

activlties of the official authorlties concerned 111), rather than as

valid indicators for the incidence of 'pathological beha\rior'"

And finally, it is not clear at all, at what low or high 1evel the

fertillty rate is to be considered pathological - as it is influenced

by the prevalllng norms concerni.ng a desirable family size, fam1ly

planning, birth control practices rather than by strictly biological
factors.
Needless to say, however, that this of course does not make the question,

whether or not density and overcrowding do effect the behavioral pattern,

or more precisely, its registered frequencieq in the community, less

legitimate or important

Effects of densily and overcrowding 1n Chicago

As to this questlon Galle, Gove and McPherson report, that they found

no relatlon between the pathology variables and population density as

measured by the number of persons per acre.

However, by breaking down population density into its trarious components,

they could account for, though not very high, pereentages of the social
pathology variances" They conclude then, that "for mortality, fertility,
public assistance and juvenile delinquency, the most important component

of density is persons per room. Next, but considerably less important,
is the number of houslng units per structure. For these four pathologies,

the other two components of density - rooms per hous ing unit and

structures per acre - appear to be relatlvely unimportant". As for the

admissions to mental hospitals, the most lmportant component of density
seemed to be rooms per housing unit.
These findings are in contrast with the results of Schmitt's study of
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the 42 census ti'asts of Honolufu, wher:e he found density to be the

most significant variable: the eorrelations of his varlous pathology

measures with population per net acre, holding constant a1l other

density varlables and the social class measures, were eonsistently
higher than their partial correlations with persons per room (12).

Galle c"s" based their conclusions on the partial correlations of
persons per acre with each pathology, controlled for soelal class

and ethnicity, which "are not signlficantly different from zero" and

on the increment in the variance explalned in each of the pathologies,

added by persons per room to the amount of variance, already explained

by social class and ethnicity.
Re-examination of these data, however, does not confirm their
conclusion as to the relative importanee of overcrowding (persons

per room) to density (persons per acre).
To make this clear, table 2 brings together the partial correlations
of persons per acre with each pathology, transformed into the

percentages of explained variance they represent, and the percentages

of explained variance in each pathology, added by persons per room.

table 2

In my opinion the main conclusion to be drawn from this table ls, that
not only the percentages of variance in each pathology, explained by

persons per acre, but likewise those explained by persons per room,

are rather low. 0n the whole these data indicate neither density nor

overcrowding to be very important factors ln relation to social
pathology 

"

As to the different effects of persons per acre and persons per room

on the sociaL pathologles, the table shows, that, whereas persons per

room does explain a somewhat higher percentage of the variance in the

fertiiity rate and the public assistance rate than does persons per

acre, it is persons per acre, that explains somewhat hlgher percentages

of the variance in the mortality rate (3.12) and the juvenile

dellnquency rate (5.221 - the percentages of varlance explained by

persons per rocm being respectively 1.8% and 0.0% (13).

As far as these two pathology measures are concerned, the results of
the Chicago study are more in line with the Honolulu study of Schmltt
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than the con:lusions of Galle c"s, suggest, density in fact appearlng

to be the most important factor.
The data in table 2 imply, that, on the level of community areas

overcrowding being no more lmportant a factor than density, these two

factors - as far as they do have any effect at all - may affect
dlfferent aspects of human behavior in a oifferent way.

Denslty and ovelcrowdlnLln.. the. Dutch municipalities

The questions to be answered for the 7 0 Dutch urbanized municipalities
concern the effect of density and overcrowding on the health and

well-being of the population, their relative importance in this respect

ar.rd thelr possible dlfferent relations with the various measures of

health and well-being. The last two questions are induced not only by

the actual results of the Chlcago study, but by the fact, that for the

Dutch municipalities density and overcrowding are negatively cor:related
(r = -"28), and show opposite relations with the measures of soclal
class and sociocultural heterogeneity (14) 

"

Population density, as measured by persons p"" krn2, correlating
positively wlth soclal class and negatively with soclocultt.ri'a1

heterogeneity, tends to be higner in the larger tcwns and cities with a

greater variety of economic activities {151 and a slight emphasis on

the economic main branch of services (service-, saLes- and clerical
occupations) - conditions asking for and leadingto relati'vely greater
proportlons of better salaried, higher educated, white coJlar workers.

The reverse relationships hold for the overcrowding measure: persons

per room (16).

This means that, relatlvely high population density and relatively high

oryercrowding tend to be found in different municipalities, with
different characteristlcs and may be different patterns of health and

well-being. As shown ln table 1, the health and well-being of the
population are indlcated by severaf measures of the recorded incidence

of illness and sociaLly problematic behavior ('social pathologies' for
short ) 

"

For each of these measures, the correlations with persons per kmz and

persons per room. controLled for social class and soeiocultural
heterogendlty, are computed seperately (tabel 31.
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As the registered frequencies of juvenlle delinquency and the admissions

to mental hospitals are reported to be influenced, among other things,

by respectively the activities of the police and the presence and

capaclty of medical care facilitles, for these two measures indices

of respectlvely the municipal police force and the municipal medieal

care facilitles, have been added to the controlling variables (17)^

table 3

The maln concluslon to be drawn from table 3 ls, that, in relation to
the health and well-being of the Dutch municlpallties, as far as

measured by the 'social pathologies' concerned, neither density nor

overcrowding appear to be very important factors. With the exception

of the relation of persons per room wlth the fertllity rate, the

partial correlations of persons per kmz and of persons per room with

each of the 'pathologies' are all rather 1ow"

Though on the one hand the positlve partial correlations of the

contagious disease rate and the conscripts rejection rate wlth persons
2per km" are somewhat higher than thelr - virtually non-existent -

eorrelations with persons per room and on the other hand the positlve
partial correlatlon of the admissions to mental hospitals with persons

per room is somewhat higher than its partlal correlation with persons
,2per km-, in my opinion these differences are too small and the

correlatlon coefficients too low to offer solid grounds for a decisive
conclusion as to the relative importance of density and overcrowding"

In this context the partial correlatlon of persons per room with the

fertllity rate (r = .46) is surprislngly high - explaining 21.22 of

the residual fertility variance.

Taking into account the rather low municipal arrerages of the number

of persons per room (::anging from 0"62 to 0.87 as shown in table 1J

- hardly indlcatinginadequate or poor living conditions -, this
relatively strong correlation does raise the question whether persons

per room reaI1y should be considered as a causal factor in relation
to the birth rate" It takes considerably less laborious explaining
- if only involving no need to compare the procreative behavior of

rats and human beings - to assume the reverse: a greater number of
persons per room reflect the prevalence of larger families, larger
familles being a consequence of higher birth rates i18).
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The, much 1ower, negatlve partial correlatlon of the fertiLity rate

with per.sons per kmz may be seen to refleet the more urban attitudes
towards family planning and birth control, 1ikely to prevail in the

more densely poptrlated munlclpalities (19I.

.The effects of, the components of denslty

fn order to see whether the other components of density, which are

posltlvely correlated with persons pe. km2 (the zero-order correlation

coefficients being respeetively .48 and .401 i.e. the percentage of

dwe111ngs in multi-housing structures and the number of housing

structures per hectare, contribute to the variance of the 'sociaL
pathologles', I compared the percentages of variances in each 'soci-a1

pathology'by person= p"" km2 itable 3l with the percentages of

variance explained by persons per kmZ, dwellings in muLti-housing

structures and houslng struetures per hectare together, holding

constant social class and soclocultural heterogeneity' As could be

expected, the addltion of two more variables did raise these

percentages somewhat, adding from 1.9% [mortallty rate) to 3.0e.

Iadmissions to mental hospitals) of explained resldual variance.

Thls, however, does not change very much the picture of, on the whole,

rather' Low correlations of populatlon density with'social pathology',

but for one exception: wlth the lnclusion of dwellings in multi-
housing structures and houslng structures per hectare the multlple
correlation with the cardiovaseular death rate increases from ,26 to

.45, signifying an increment of 13"52 of explained variance.

Inspectlon of the partlal correlation coefficients revealed, that
dwellings in multi-houslng structures (r = .37) is to be held

responsible for this not only surprising, but rather confusing result.
It is rather puzzling why exactly thls aspect of population denslty on

the one hand should have sueh an effect on the cardiovascular death

rate, while on the other hand it shows no notable relation with the

other 'social pathologies' 
"

Possibly relevant concomitant characteristics of the municipalitles
with relatively high percentages of dwellings in multl-housing
structures, such as age distribution, sex - ratio, population growth,
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mobi1lty, change, recreational facilitles, do not offer a clue to a

possible explanatlon of this relationship, as the correlations of these

factors (as far as could be checkedl with dweLlings in multi-housing
structures do not differ significantly, either in degree or in
direction, fromthose with housing units per hectare and persons per

2
Km.

That leaves the possibility of a wide array of speculations, mostly

on the [1n the context of this study) 'wrong'leve1 of the individual,
about the very specific operation of psycho-social stressors (ZO),

induced by the f,act of living in municipalities with relatively high

percentages of dwellings in multi-housing structures, for whlch,

however, the data of thls study do not permit any valid conclusions.

The only conclusion to be drawn at this moment is, that this
relationship asks for further lnvestigation, both on the level of

higher soclal units and on the level of individuals.
The total effect of the three density measures and overcrowding on the

'social pathologies', holding constant social class and sociocultural
heterogeneity (17 ) , as well as the relative importance of these two

sets of variables are given in table 4.

table 4

The rather low percentages of total variance, explained in the various

'socia.L pathologies' , imply that obviously many more factors play a

part in the unequal distribution of these 'pathologies' among the

munlclpalities involved (tab1e 1), which factors, for that matter,

may vary from differences in the rules and norms concerning the

treatment and registration of the phenomena, indicated by the

'pathology' measures, differences in the quallty of the (preventive)

social and medical care, to differences in causal chenacteristics of
the municipalities, not directly related to social class or population

density 
"

Nevertheless, social class and sociocultural heterogeneity, together
wlth population density, do show a relationship with the 'pathology'
measures, the pereentages of total variance explained - with the

exception of the fertility rate - ranging from 13.0? (conscripts

rejection rateJ to 29,22. (admission to mental hospltals).

Maria J.
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0f the two sets of variables, the independent effect of social class

and sociocultural heterogeneity, with two exceptions, appear to be

gr"eater than the independent effect of overcrowding and the three

density measures, emphasing once again the relatively small 'weight'
of the denslty measures"

The two exceptions concern the reLatlvely high percentage of variance

explained in respectively the fertility rate, almost entirely due to
j-ts relation wlth persons per room (most 1ike1y to be understood as

persons per room, through family size, being a consequenee of the

birth rate) and the cardiovascular death rate, caused by its relatively
high correlation with the percentage of dwellings 1n multi-housing
structures 

"

The complexity of the int.errelations

Aside from being rather low, the independent total effect of
overcrowding and the three density measures on the remaining 'social
pathologies'appears to be the result of a rather complicated pattern

of interrelations, as is revealed by the partial correlations of each

'pathology' measure with each density measure, control.led for all the

other independent variabLes - a fact, that does not make it easier to
interpret the relationship between the spatial concentration of the

population and the indicators of its health and well-being (tab1e 5).

table 5

Admisslons to mental hospitals appears to be the one and only

'pathoJ"ogy' measure correlating positively wlth both overcrowding and

all density measures, be it that only its partial correlations wlth
persons per room (r = .22) and with housing units per hectare [r = .14)

are at least of some substance.

Since overcrowding and density, being negatirrely correlated, as I
mentioned before, could rather be expected to correlate with the

'socj.al pathology' measures in opposite directions (as appears to be

the case with the mortality rate and the fertility rate), these

positive correlations are certainly interesting.
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They might indicate, low as they are, that overcrowdirrg and density

affeet the number of admissions to mental hospitals in quite a

different way.

In this respect the study of l-insky (21), concernlng the relatlonship

between 'community homogeneity' or 'common cultureo and the admissions

to mental hospitals in 27 'community areas' of Washington State, filaV

be of interest" He found'common culture'to be positively correlated

with the number of admissions, and interprets thls relation in terms

of a relatively greater tendency in the 'communities with common

cultures' to hospitalize their mentally 111,'because of a greater

consensus as to what constitutes normal and abnormal behavior rather

than because of (a stronger) rejection of the mentally i11", his data

being more in favor for the first hypothesls.

As a relative higher number of persons per room, in contrast with

population density, tends to be a characteristic of the smaller

urbanized municipalities with relatively higher birth rates, higher

percentages of church-afflliated inhabitants, and higher percentages

of autochthonous population 122), in short, a characteristic of the

more stable municipalities, 1ikeIy to have a 'common culture', it
might be hypothesized, that its positive correlation with the number

of admissions to mental hospitals reflects a greater tendency of those

municlpalities to hospltalize their mentally i11, either because of a

greater consensUS or beeause of a stronger rejection. fn contrast,

the positive partial comelation of the number of houslng units per

hectare with the admission rate, might signify an effect of the

populatlon concentration on the number of mentally disturbed persons

in the municipallty, either by causation or by selective migration"

In a similar way different mechanisms may underly the contradictory

correlations of the density measures with the other 'pathologles'.
Whereas the negative partial correlation of juvenile delinquency with

persons per room (r = -.11J may be hypothesized to be the preventive

effect of the relatively stricter social eontrol, 1ike1y to prevail in

the more stable mr:nlcipalities, lts posltive partial correlation with

housing unlts per hectare (r = .13) might possibly lndicate a slight
influenee of a delinquency inducing environment 123) - the negatlve

correlation with persons pe" km2, however, remaining somewhat

puzzling"
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Thls latter conclusion also applies to the pattern of partial
eorrelations ol' the overcrowding and density measures with both the

contagious disease rate and the conscripts rejection rate. While the

positilre partial correlations of persons per km2 and the number of
housing units per hectare with the contaglous disease rate
irespectively .14 and .18J make sense - as a greater population

concentration is Iike1y to enhance the spread of these diseases -,
lt is not quite clear why dweLlings in multi-housing structures should

tend to be r'elated negatively to either this dlsease rate ft = -.12)
or the conscripts rejection rate (r = -.18).
As fina11y, according to my information from the lYllitary Health

Inspection, there is no question of systematic differences in the rules
and examination-norms of the severai regional military medical boards,

and an explanation in terms of a relatively unfavorable distributlon of
the health care facilities also does not appear to be very 1ikely (24),

the positive partial correlation of the conscripts rejection rate with
,2persons per km- (r = ,21) indeed might suggest a negative effect of

density on the health condition of the population, worthwhile to be

f urther investigated Q5).

Conclusion

In my opinion, the results of my study of the 70 Dutch urbanized

munlclpalities, in which the relationship of population density and

overerowding wlth several measures of the recorded incidenee of illness
and socially problematic behavior has been investigated, suggest two

main conclusions.

The first sonclusion is, that, as to their effect on human behavior,

neither overcrowciing nor density appear to be very lmportant factors.
In this respect, the results of my str.rdy are, on the whole, identical
wlth the data of the Chicago study of Galle, Gove and lYcPherson, as

shown by the comparison of the tables 2 and 3.

In the second place it can be concluded, that, in as mr.lch density and

overcrowdlng do correlate with 'social pathology' in the Dutch

municipallties, these correlatlons are of a rather complicated nature.
Not only do the various overcrowding and density measures show a

differentiated relationship with the 'social pathology' variables,
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br-rt, as is r"erzealed by the partial correlations of each density

measure with each 'social pathology' measure, controlled for social

class and seciocultural heterogeneity, the directlon of their
con'elatlons proves to be far fr'om identical" Altogether', these

t'indings reveal a compLex pattern of relatlons, for which it is not

easy to give clear cut explanations, especially not, if one wants to

aiyoid the fallacy of the wrong level.
In this respect, the results differ from those of the Chlcago study,

ES, implied by the interpretation by Ga1le c.s., the density measures

and the pathology measures were found to vary in the same, that ls
positlve, direction. These results also clearly manifest the

limitations of the animal studies concerning the effects of denslty

as a model for human populations. Aslde from the problems with regard

to the translation of the results of a controlled experiment into an

ex post facto designed study, for which the ceterls paribus conditlon

has been guaranteed to only a rather limited extent, and the

dissimilarlty of the levels of analysis, regulrlng different and

appropriate frameworKs of interpretation, the analogy model, adopted

by Ga1le c"s., does not take into account the psychological, social

and cultural factors by which the reaction of human beings, unlike

those of rats, are being influenced and conditioned"

As the complex pattern of the relationshlp between denslty in its
various aspects and the 'social pathology', found for the Dutch

municlpalities, suggest, these faetors interfere with the effect of
population density on human behavior, turning the one-way causality,
found foi'rats, into a questionable assumptlon with regard to human

belngs 
"

Thor:gh assuming this one way causality, Galle, Gove and McPherson

mentlon the possibility of lnteraction among their highly
intercorrelated measures"

As, on the one hand, their data are ]ikely to be influenced by the

incluslon of the very affluent .a'nd thlnly populated community areas

at the one extreme, and the very poor, densely populated slum areas

at the other extreme, and on the other hand the registered fr-equencies

sf publlc asslstance, juvenile dellnquency and admlssions to (stateJ

mental hospitals tend to be socially biased (26), the results of thelr
study might in fact indicate this latter possibility.
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In my opinion, the 1ow independent effects of both the measu:es cf, social
cl.ass and ethnicity and the measures of overcrowding and density, in
combination with the hlgh percentages of vari.ance explained in the

'social pathologies' by social class, ethnicity and denslty together

t27), may be lnterpreted as reflecting an interaction among these

community area characteristics - social class, ethnicity, denslty
and recorded 'patholegy' belng interchangeable indicators of elther
hlghly favorable or highly unfavorable living conditions of
respectively the affluent and the slum areas of Chicago.

The resear'ch necessaryrasTreferred to by Ga1Ie c"s., into the

rel,ationship of density and overcrowding with the health and well-being
of, human populations, should therefore be focused, not only on the

specific effects of the several components of population density on

the various aspects of health and well-being, and the mechanisms,

underlying these relations (i.e. social selection or social causationi,
but also on a problem, Dot explicitiy mentioned before, that is, the

speclfication of the conditions that determine these relatlonshlps.
The latter problem lnvol.ves some pretty lmportant issues, such as:

- the question whether density and/or overcrowding are directly and

independently related to 'social pathology' or whether they

influence human behavior only on the condition of the presence or
absence of other erucial factors, as for instance medical care and

recreationaL conditions, quality of housing, geographical and social
mobility, spatial structure of the environment, etc.

- the linearity (implicitly assumed ln both this and the Chieago study)

or cur"vilinearlty (25) af the correlatlon between density and 'social
pathology', the latter possibility implying, that the effects of
density are conditioned by its transgression of certain cr.itical 1ow

or hlgh vaLues"

- the question whether the relationship of density and overcrowding

with heaLth and well-being is corditioned by the prevailing hablts,
norms and attitudes concerning density and overcrowding, adequate

living space, indivioual privacy or whether 1t may be generallzed
regardless 1ts speciflc socio-cultural setting, oF, to pr-rt it
otherwise, whether the deprlvation with respect to oensity and

overcrowding 1s absolute or relative QB) 
"

It w1L1 be clear, that, to answer these questions, the relationship of
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density and overcrowding with the health and well-being of the

population preferably should be investlgated on several levels of
analysis (municipalities, community areas and individuals)
simultaneousl!', with a systematlc variatlon of posslble conditions
of that relationshlp, i.e. factors that are concomitant to density,
degrees o-f denslty and different sociocultural settlngs.
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table 

Measures of population density, social class, ethnicity and social pathology for the community areas 

of Chicago and 70 Dutch urbanized municipalities, including the ranges and median values of the Dutch measures 

Measures for the community 

areas of Chicago 

PoEulation density 

number of persons per acre 

number of persons per room 

number of rooms per housing unit 

number of housing units per structure 

number of residential structures 
per acre 

Social class - weighted index of: 

median family income 

median years of school completed 

% of employed males in white collar 
occupations 

Ethnicity - weighted index of: 

% of negroes 

% of Puerto Ricans 

% foreign born 

Social oatholooies 

age-adjusted death rate of population 
1960 

birth rate per 1.000 females 
15-44 years 

% of recifients of public assistance 
under 18 years old 1962 

% of males 12-16 years brought before 
the Family Court on delinquency 
petitions 1958 - 1961 

aged-adjusted admission-rates mental 
Lospi. tals per 100.000 of population 
1960 - 1961 

Dutch municipalities 

Measures 

PoEulation density 

number of persons per km2 land 1960 

number of o~rsons per room 1960 

data not available 

% of dwellings in multi-housing 
structuras 1956 

number of housing units per 
residential hectare 1960 

Social class - unweighted index of: 

average taxable income per capita 1960 

% males of 14 years or older with 
secundairy education 1960 

number of salaried employees per 100 
manual workers 1960 

Socio-cultural heterogeneity -
unweighted index of: 

diversity coefficient (3) of% of 
members of religious denominations 1960 

diversity coefficient of% of votes per 
political party 1959 

diversity coefficient of% of male 
heads of households per socio-economic 
group 1960 

% foreign born 1960 

Social Eathologies 

age-adjusted death rate per 1.000 of 
population 1958 - 1962 

birth rate per 1.000 of population 
1958 - 1962 

data not available 

number of juvenile offenders known t9 
the police per 1.000 of population 
10-17 years old 1958 - 1962 

number of admissions to mental hospitals 
per 10.000 of population 1967-1968 (4) 

% of conscripts rejected for military 
service 1959 ·- 1961 

reported cases of contagious diseases 
per 100.000 of population 1958 - 1962 

age-adjusted deathrate cardiovascular 
diseases per 1.000 of population 
40-64 years old 1958 - 1962 

Range 

249 - 7904 

0.62 - 0.87 

0.1 % - 77,3 % 

3,5 - 45,1 

f _1~87 - f 3090 

7.2 % - 21.4 % 

32.2 - 103.9 

.22 - ,94 

.18 - ,76 

.15 - ,36 

0.8 % - 9,0 % 

6.5 - 9.6 

16.7 - 29.5 

3.1 - 25.5 

o.o - 15.5 

9,5 % - 31.8 % 

0.2 - 67.2 

o.5 - 2.4 

Median 

1332 

0.71 

11.6 % 

15.8 

f 2330.= 

13.4 % 

.32 

.27 

.20 

2.9 % 

21 ,5 

10.3 

7,4 

19.3 % 

14.1 
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Table 2 

Percentages of variance explained in each social pathology by respectively persons per acre and persons per room, 
controlled for social class and ethnicity; for the community areas of Chicago (1960) 

Measures of social pathology 

Percentages of explained variance Standard i General 

I 
Public I Juvenile Admissions 

" mortality I fertility assistance I delinquency to mental 
rate I rate rate rate hospitals 

Persons per acre I 
Percentages of variance in each social 

I 
i 

pathology, explained by the partial I 
correlations with persons per acre, 

I controlled.tor social class and I ethnicity x ·· 

I 
3" 1 I o.o 

I 
1. 4 5.2 2,0 

Persons per room 
! I 

Percentages of variance in each social 

I I pathology, explained by persons per 
room, added to the variance explained ! I 

I I by social class and ethnicity~~) ' I I 1. 6 I 1. 8 I 2 .1 5.1 o.o 
~ ·, ' 

•)Computed on the partial correlation coefficients from Galle et al. Science 176, 1972, table 1, by means of 
squaring these partial correlations. 

ll:*) From: Galle et al. Science 176, 1972, table 5. 

i 

I 

I 
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Table 3 

Partial correlation coefficients of population density and overcrowding with each social pathology, controlling 
for social class and sociocultural heterogeneity for 70 Dutch urbanized municipalities (1960)*) 

.-----·----· I Measures of social pathology ---·----··-

! Stand.ard I General Juvenile I Admissions Cardiovas-1 Contagious Conscripts 
I mortality.

1
fertility delinquencyi to mental cular deathj1 diseas8 rejection 

Measures of interrelations 

i rate I rate rate ! hospitals rate rate rate 

Partial correlation coeffiuients 
of persons per km2 with each 
social pathology, controlling 
for social class and socio
cultural heterogeneity 

I I 
I I 
t -.10 ! -.18 

I 
(1.0) I (3.2) 

I 

-.09 

(0.8) 

.10 .02 .17 

( 1 • 0) ( 0. 0) (2.3! 

Partial correlation coefficients I , 
of persons per room with each .11 I .46 -.08 I .21 I .09 -.01 ! 
social pathology, controlling 1 ' 

, for social class and socio- (1.2) j (21.2) (0,6) I (4.4) I (0.8) I (0.0) I cultural heterogeneity ! ! ... __ l. ___ , ~ 

-19 

( 3. 6) 

.06 

( 0" 4) 

~) The numbers in parentheses are the percentages of the residual variance in each social pathology (left after 
social class and sociocultural heterogeneity (12) have been partialled out), explained by respectively 
persons per km2 and persons per room. 
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Table 4 

Percentages of variance, explained by overcrowding and the three components of density, and by social class and 
sociocultural heterogeneity in each of the social pathologies, for the 70 Dutch urbanized municipalities (1960) 

! Measures of social pathology i 
Comparison of the amount of , ! 

l . I 
variance explained by the j Standard I General Juvenile Admissions Cardiovas- Conta.gious Conscripts ; 

. two sets of variables I mortality !fertility delinquency to mental cular death disease rejection · I I rate ! rate rate hospitals rate rate rate I 

I 
Contribution of social class and I i f I 
sociocultural heterogeneity , i ! ! 

I • I I 
I ' I I 

Total ~ffece of overcrowding I I i i 
~nd the three density ~easures ! 18.5 I 44.9 9.0 9.6 H.4 12.3 [ 4.4 I 
Increment added by social class I I 1 ! 
and sociocultural heterogeneity·,: 6.5 I 2.7 12.2 19.6 5.9 9.8 I 8.6 i 
Total variance explained . 25.0 I 47.6 21.2 29.2 20.3 22.1 ! 13.0 I 

Contribution of overcrowding and 
the three density measures 

Total ~ffec~ of social class 
and the three density measures I 22.1 i 29.2 . 17.6 ' 23.0 I 6.8 j 16.8 i 5.8 . I 

Increment added by overcrowding 
and the three density measures I 2.9 I 18.4 t 3.6 i 6.2 I 13.5 . 5.3 I 7.2 i ! 

Total variance explained I 25.0 ! 47.6 ! 21 .2 1 29.2 ! 20.3 ; 22.1 I 13.0 ' 
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Table 5 

Partial correlation coefficients of each measure of overcrowding and density with each of the social pathology 
measures, controlled for social class, sociocultural heterogeneity and the other density measures (17), for the 

JO Dutch municipalities (1960) 

l ! 

I Measures of social pathology 

I Measures of overcrowding and 
Standard General Juvenile Admissions Cardiovas- !contagiouslconscripts I density mortality fertility delinquency to mental cular death, disease 1 rejection 1 

rate rate rate hospitals rate ! rate rate 
i 

Number of persons per room .11 
I 

.45 -.11 .22 .01 I .03 , 12 I 

I 
I 

2 Number of persons per km land - • 01 -.06 - .15 I .04 -.08 .14 • 21 
I 

Percentage of dwellings in I 
multi-housing structures -.05 - . 01 .08 

I 
.05 .36 - .12 - '18 

I 
Number of housing-units per 

' 
hectare residential area -.11 - .16 .13 t .14 - .16 I .18 .12 


